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The Rise of the Egyptian Middle Class

During the 1970s and early 1980s, Egypt experienced swift economic

growth resulting from a regional oil boom. Oddly, this economic

growth hardly registered in Egyptian public discourse, which

continuously claimed that the country was experiencing multiple

economic, social and cultural crises. This book sets out to

investigate this discrepancy and to offer a revisionist history of the

period. It documents themassive socio-economicmobility in Egypt by

analyzing relevant statistical data and ethnographic evidence,

indicating the changes in the employment structure and the spread

of mass consumption. Relli Shechter further examines a wide array of

cultural resources, such as Egyptian academic writing, the press, the

cinema and the literature, in which critics lamented “what went

wrong” in Egypt. By doing so, he offers a local version of a wider,

Middle Eastern and international story: the global formation of

middle-class societies whose members strove for respectable lives

with only partial success.

relli shechter is Senior Lecturer at the Department of Middle East

Studies at Ben-GurionUniversity of theNegev, Israel. He trained as an

economic historian and received his PhD fromHarvardUniversity.He

is the author of Smoking, Culture and Economy in the Middle East:

The Egyptian Tobacco Market, 1850–2000 (2006).
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Note on Transliteration

I have used a simplified International Journal of Middle East Studies

(IJMES) system for the transliteration of Arabic words, and the IJMES

Word List of commonly used words, in which all diacritical marks

were omitted except for the ayn and hamza. I have deferred to

commonly used English spelling of Arabic words of places, names and

titles and objects found in an unabridged English dictionary. I have

also deferred to the self-spelling of names as used for example by

authors, film-makers, politicians and by commercial enterprises,

including in brand names. I have kept the letter jim in standard Arabic

titles. I have employed the Egyptian gim for names, places and daily

used objects.
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